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Our goal: a unified approach for narrow- and wide-baseline dense image matching
Target applications

•Optical flow with small or large displacements

•Stereo depth estimation from narrow/wide-baseline pairs

•Small/large deformation estimation of a non-rigid surface

Narrow-baseline example

KITTI benchmark optical flow pair 14

Wide-baseline example

Herzjesu stereo dataset, frames 2 and 5

Notations

Inputs: target image I0, source image I1, feature matches F ,

match composed of two features f = (f0, f1) ∈ F

Output: displacement field u such as I0(q) ≈ I1(q+ u(q))

Minimize C(u,F , I1, I0) = λCdirect(u, I1, I0) + TGV
2
α0,α1
(u) + β

∑

f∈F Cfeat(u, f)

State-of-the-art variational optical flow
Data term

Different smooth data term Cdirect(u, I1, I0) can be used, for example:

•Absolute Difference: CAD(u, I1, I0) =
∫

Ω |I0(q)− I1(q+ u(q))|1dq

•Census distance: CCensus(u, I1, I0) =
∫

Ω |∆I0(q)− ∆I1(q+ u(q))|Hammingdq

∆I(q): Census transform, binary string encoding for each neighboring pixel if it is

brighter or darker in I. Encodes the local image structure.

•AD-Census: CADC = 2− exp(−CAD/µAD)− exp(−CCensus/µCensus)

More robust than AD, more accurate than Census.

Self-occlusions can be handled as in [4].

Regularization: Second-order Total Generalized Variation [1]

The two channels of the optical flow are regularized independently, u ∈ {ux, uy}.

TGV2α0,α1(u, α0, α1) = minw∈
Ω→R2

{

α1

∫

Ω

|∇u −w| dq+ α0

∫

Ω

|∇w| dq

}

Favors piecewise-affine solutions.

Optimization

Alternate minimization (iterative linearization of the data term) and regularization.
Chambolle & Pock primal-dual algorithm [3]. Coarse-to-fine approach.

✓High accuracy, fast with parallel implementations

✗Restricted to small displacements and subject to local minima

Our feature-based cost
Feature cost is more convex than direct cost for large flows

Point features for small baseline

• Usually detector (Harris, FAST. . . ) and descriptor (SIFT. . . )

•Matching by nearest-neighbor search in the descriptor space over the whole image.

• Based on photometric properties such as Histogram of Gradients, not robust to large distortions.

Segments for wide baseline

• Segment clusters provide a semi-global description of the scene.

• Complex matching [6] by comparison of clusters geometric properties (angles, length ratios. . . )

FAST-SIFT matching, many outliers Wide-baseline segment matching

Features can increase the convergence basin of variational optical flow

Cfeat(u, f) =

∫

Ω
ρ(q, f0)D(q,u(q), f1) dq

ρ(q, f0): 2× 2 bilinear influence in I0,
Smaller relative area at finer resolution.
Features’ influence decreases in an
annealing-like manner [2].

Influence of features
from coarse to fine resolution

D(q,u(q), f1): cost in I1
penalizing the distance between q+ u(q) and the feature f1.
Geman McClure robust estimator Ψσ(x) = x

2/(σ + x2)
for implicit feature filtering, robust to outliers.
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Main example
Census data term, TGV2

Errors due to local minima
Outliers (3px): 15%

FAST-SIFT matches

≈ 1% of outliers

Using keypoint matches in the variational optimization

Influence of local minima greatly reduced
Outliers (3px): 9.3%

One algorithm, many applications
Optical flow (KITTI benchmark)

Using FAST-SIFT matches

Wide-baseline stereo
Using segment matches

Average amount of correct depth values on the
Herzjesu dataset:
DAISY [5] + Graph Cuts: 91.23%
Optical flow with direct data-term only: 68%
With our feature-based cost: 81.5%

Non-rigid surface registration
Synthetic image pair. Using SIFT matches. Comparison with [2] and [4].

LDOF FBDSDDeformed surfaceTemplate Ours ... with 

occlusion handling

... and 

unfiltered matches

... and 

filtered matches

29.1 px 13.3 px 8.33 px 4.38 px 2.99 px3.28 px

Conclusion
Feature matches guide variational flow estimation out of local minima.

Our algorithm has the unique combination of the following properties:

⇒Flexible: loosely coupled data-term, regularizer and features can be easily swapped

⇒Accurate: among the top performing methods for small and large displacements

⇒Robust and versatile: thanks to the large convergence basin
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